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DISCLAIMER

Binance Smart Chain is the foundation for the Loonycoin initiative.

Invest at your own risk. The Loonycoin team does not provide financial advice, nor are we professional investment advisors. We encourage

you to independently research and verify any information provided on our website and social pages prior to making any investment decisions.

It is very important to conduct your own research and analysis before making any investment based on your circumstances. We are not

responsible for any losses incurred as the result of your investment. Cryptocurrency can be volatile. Therefore, we urge you to consult with

your professional advisor in regards to your investment plans. We will continue to do our best to provide the most up-to-date and accurate

information as possible.



Loonycoin is the native utility currency of the Loony community. It is a cryptocurrency created based on the

principle of the decentralized finance. Created on the Bep20 blockchain, the loony coin was created as a utility

coin for Loony future projects.

Loonycoin will be used in numerous projects which are in development such as purchase of the Loony Nft, the

Loony nft and metaverse etc. 

Loonycoin was created with a vision to a prosperous community and build value for our community. The

Loonyoin economy has been designed to incentivize and maximize the interaction between users of the

ecosystem. It will be used across the ecosystem by gamers, allowing players to exchange Assets and Games and

build a user-based platform of rewards while developing an ecosystem where players will share various truly

unique gaming experiences.

LOONYCOIN



Loony is a silly meme coin inspired by the dogecoin and shiba inu community on the purpose of charity. We will

like to create homes and devices to aid the homeless and providing different solutions in ways for clearing the

streets.

OUR CREATION

TOKEN INFORMATION

Blockchain network: Bep20 Token name:
Loonycoin

Token symbol:
Loony

Total supply: 1
billion

0xE6F1Eeb171591cC04f746
29dfcc96CA3D7F68Fa9

Buy now

https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?outputCurrency=0xe6f1eeb171591cc04f74629dfcc96ca3d7f68fa9
https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?outputCurrency=0xe6f1eeb171591cc04f74629dfcc96ca3d7f68fa9
https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?outputCurrency=0xe6f1eeb171591cc04f74629dfcc96ca3d7f68fa9


USE CASES

LOONYCOIN

Purchasing nfts Staking rewards Game rewards Entering into
game

Upgrades

The Loonycoin will serve as

the in game currency of the

loony ecosytem with

multiple utility on the

ecosystem. As a coin for the

Loony project, Loonycoin

will be used for

Purchasing nfts: Loony has a collection of unique nfts which are available for sale and the Loonycoin

will be used to purchase the nfts

Staking rewards: Loonycoin will be used to reward its nft holders for staking the art and holding onto

it for a period of time.

Game rewards: User will be rewarded Loonycoin for certain actions performed on the Loony game

which can be exchanged in real life through Loony exchange for real life value.

Entering into game:

For purchase of game upgrades and buying parts: 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



From the total supply of the Loony total supply, the token will be kept under a special smart contract for future

purpose of increasing the token value on the exchange. This is a method to making the project a profitable

investment for our users when the token is exchanged into real life value with higher token Marketcap.

LIQUIDITY POOL

Loony has created it’s own exchange platform where users of the Loony nft can come to swap and exchange other

coins into the Loonycoin and vice verse. When users earn Loonycoin on the ecosystem, they can swap the coin

into other coins using the Loony exchange platform or swap other coins into the Loonycoin to enter into the game

or buy the Nfts.

LOONY EXCHANGE

Features

Profitability Easy deposit Easy withdrawal Coin Swapping



Profitability: Loony Exchange is an easy to use platform that makes profit for

every transaction made on it. It makes trading cryptocurrency easy and more

profitable.

Easy deposit: You can easily deposit your fund to by coin on the Loony exchange 

Easy withdrawal: 

Swap with many other coins: Loony exchange makes it available for its users to

be able to swap the Loony coin into different other coin on the exchange.

FEATURES

LOONY NFTS

Loony nft – We have created unique collection of nfts which are stored and can be traded on the Ethereum

blockchain. Each art is unique and different from each other with multiple traits and layers making it cool and

defintely something worth value. The loony nft is not just an nft but an investment with multiple opportunities it

holds to make profit for its holders.



WHERE TO MINT

The Loony nft can be minted on the Loony official website or Opensea. White list spot will be chosen between the

first 100 people that joined the discord server and nft will be available for minting for them.

BENEFITS

Royalties RARE & UNIQUES STAKING

A percentage of royalties collected in the

community royalty pool. Royalty Pool will

be used for the community growth, project

development and awesome airdrops.

You will have the opportunity to mint the

rarest of the celebrity/influencer-derived

Loony nfts, as well as collaboration with

other NFT collectible.

Nft holders will be able to stake the nft

and earn rewards for renting out the

nft, holding it for a longer period of

time.



THE METAVERSE

The term ‘metaverse’ is a portmanteau that combines the worlds ‘meta’ and ‘universe.’ It is used primarily to refer

to an anticipated future iteration of the internet that’s often hailed as Web 3.0. This evolution of the internet is

expected to see the rise of online 3-D or virtually integrated environments that provide users access to virtual

reality and augmented reality experiences.

The metaverse refers to both current and future integrated digital platforms focused on virtual and augmented

reality. It is widely hyped as the internet’s next frontier and seen as a significant business and financial

opportunity for the tech industry and other sectors.

In the vision for the metaverse articulated by social media and technology companies, devices like virtual reality

headsets, digital glasses, smartphones, and other devices will allow users access to 3-D virtual or augmented

reality environments where they can work, connect with friends, conduct business, visit remote locations, and

access educational opportunities, all in an environment mediated by technology in new and immersive ways.



The metaverse is not just one type of experience. Instead, it refers to a

continuum of immersive digital experiences that will be available to

users in the future and which will allow them to engage in a range of

different activities in completely digital spaces. That could mean

participating in a massive virtual reality multiplayer game accessed

through a VR headset or experiencing integrated digital and physical

spaces such as location-specific immersive digital content from

business users who are visiting via digital glasses or smartphones.

The metaverse therefore isn’t one digital space but a number of

digital spaces and experiences currently being created by companies

to offer more realistic and immersive digital experiences. The

technology has a range of potential functionalities from augmented

reality collaboration platforms that can enable better collaboration

and integration to work productivity platforms for remote teams that

might, for example, allow real estate agents to host virtual home

tours.



GAME

Loony will be creating its own nft play to earn game where players can earn rewards for taking certain actions in

the game. The Loony coin will be used as an in game currency of the game with which users can use to buy boost,

upgrades, outfits etc in the game and also earn the Loonycoin which can be exchange into real asset in the Loony

exchange or be swapped into other coins.

GAMEPLAY

Loony nft will serve as game characters in the Loony game.

Users will need to connect their wallet with the game and

make sure they have Loonycoin available in their wallet to

be used to play the game. The gameplay is similar to subway

surf where players run from monsters, people etc and earn

coins from running. The coin will be stored in their wallet

and then exchanged on the Loony exchange.

LOONYLOONYLOONY
Gameplay



MISSION AND VISION

It is silly to have classes of rich and poor people in our world. 

Income inequality is rising. A quarter of a century ago, the average disposable income of the richest 10% in OECD

countries was around seven times higher than that of the poorest 10%; today, it's around 9½ times higher. The

richest 10% of the global population currently take home 52% of the income. The poorest half of the global

population? Well they earn just 8%. On average, an individual from the top 10% will earn $122,100, but an

individual from the bottom half will earn just $3,920. About 9.2% of the world, or 689 million people, live in

extreme poverty on less than $1.90 a day, according to the World Bank

Loony sole mission if to use its time and resources on making the world a better place where everyone has a

better life to live. With funds made on the project, we will be supporting different charity organizations and

funding them to help and aid the homeless.

By creating devices, homes to support the less priviledged, Loony aims to making a turn around to the lives of

those living on the street and giving them lives.



ROADMAP

Phase1

Team set up

Research on the project

White paper

Website development

Community created

Phase 2: Coin Launch

Coin development

Coin audit

Creating Loony exchange

Launching Loony coin and the exchange

2000 users on discord and telegram

Presale #1

Phase3: Marketing

Airdrop #1

Partnership with different projects

Increase coin marketcap

5000 users on discord

Phase 4: Nft creation

Create the Loony nft

White list spot chosen

Listing on opensea

Presale #2

1000 Nft holders

Airdrop #2



Phase 5: The metaverse

Introduction to the metaverse

Game developer is hired

Game development

Game marketing

Involvement of general users in the game

Phase 6:

Game rewards

Continuous marketing


